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THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE DISCOVERIES RESEARCH  

 
Formerly:  

 
The Word, The English Language Code, Sequations, Supernal-equations and the-s-equations.com  

 

What we ‘think’ we actually become. This research explains the HOW. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 
DISCOVERIES on the SUBLIMINAL Influences of CIRCLE Based,  

MATHEMATICAL THOUGHT PROCESSES. 
 

 

   This Language Research deals with a new discovery in the understanding of Human 
character and the personal growth of self, through the discovery of a sub-conscious coding 
built into the English Language.  
   We count sequentially 1-2-3 and the patterning within language is also sequential in nature.  
   We have now, not only a door to a new understanding of Human motivations, but also a 
tool for naturally increasing personal will power and the lasting ability for the development 
and improvement of our Human Character or Personality.  
   Using Sound, Vision and the electromagnetic impulses of Thought, a way is presented to 
balance the imbalances within our mind / brain. Imbalances that can create a variety of 
problems within the lives of Humans that prevent, balanced harmonious living.  
   Think about it, a sub-conscious code that determines why we are, as we are.  
 
   I believe that many of the mental problems that trouble people will eventually be eliminated 
when this new knowledge has become more extensively researched, and thereby becomes 
an integral part of general knowledge.  



   This research originally dealt with the basic words of language, but I soon came to realize 
that a Human, given a Name, becomes ‘the Living Word’. 
 
   This New Science, the study of a coding within our Language allows us to look at our sub-
conscious and examine the electromagnetic influences that seem to compel us, like a 
computer program, into specific actions and responses & these influences have a great deal 
to do with our general health on every level of our life, Spiritual, Mental and Physical. 
    
   This relationship or interaction between energies both internal and external, points directly 
to the 360 degrees of a circle as having special significance within the brain or mind of 
Humans.  
 
   I have personally come to the conclusion that it would seem normal to me now, if 
everything in the Universe had at the very least, a variation of a 360 calibration within its life 
cycles.  
   Is it not a fact that all the atomic building blocks for all of existence are perfect Circle’s? 
   Currently Astrology has provided the only studies related to the degrees of a Circle, the 
foremost being THE SABIAN SYMBOLS. 
  

I am not an astrologer, but I followed where the research led me. 
Please scroll down to see Samples of the Material being covered in this introduction. 

 
The (free) SYSTEMS TEXT…PDF provides the in depth analysis. 

 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 
WITH MY GRATITUDE 

 
All Sabian Symbols reference material is Provided by Aurora Press and is layered as follows: 

Ref:   UPPER –  from 

Astrology of Personality by Dane Rudhyar ISBN-0-943358-25-6 Aurora Press, © Aurora Press, 1991 

 

Ref:  LOWER – from  
 

The Sabian Symbols in Astrology by Dr. Marc Edmund Jones ISBN 0-943358-40-X  
Aurora Press © Marc Edmund Jones Literary Trust, 1993 

 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 



 

THIS RESEARCH deals with the ‘ENGLISH’ Language only. (6 vowels & 20 Consonants)  
The letter ( Y ) is ‘always a vowel’ 

 
 

A single word can be broken down into 17 separate ‘Frequencies, Vibrations, Energies?’  
The breakdown of these 17 energies and their individual meanings, begins as follows:  

 
The ‘alphabets letters’ are given 2 separate values, the 1st is the letters  

‘position in the alphabet’ (eg: the letter M is the 13th letter, so its ‘first value’ is (13).  
The 2nd value is called its “Root Value” eg: letter M’s ‘place Value’ is (13),  

by adding the (1 and 3 = 4) Therefore 4 is its single digit ‘Root Value’. 
Root Value #s are a Numerology connection.  

  
Only the first 9 Alphabet Letters (a-i) produce the same ‘Order & Root’ numbers. 

 
I provide below, a small sampling of the methods simplicity, for greater depth or  

Breakdown, I refer you to (The SYSTEMS TEXT PDF) which is FREE for download. 
 

          
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 
Any ‘Word’ or ‘Name’ has a Total of 17 separate ‘Frequencies’ Or Calculations. 

Naturally short words have Frequencies repeating. 
 

              Vowels Row.……………..   V3 -- V4 -- V5 / V6 -- V7  ( To ‘Create Our Wills Values’ ) 
              Consonants Row…………  C3 – C4 – C5 / C6 – C7  ( To ‘Concentrate’ the Will ) 
           Expression Row…E1 – E2 – E3 – E4 – E5 / E6 – E7  ( To ‘Direct’ Will into Activities ) 
                                                                                                                                          
                     ……..These 3 manifest ‘Through the Body’ the Souls Personality………… 
 

(Vowels = Spirit = Generates) (Consonants = Soul = Concentrates) 
(Together = Mind/Body = Distributes) 

 
…The above 17 individual calculations highlight the following characteristics… 

 
   1’s Spirit (whole)……………4’s Reasoning (V-C-E)………….7’s Ability (V-C-E) 
   2’s Material (Body)………….5’s Creativity (V-C-E)…………...8’s Flow (joined words) 
   3’s Inspiration (V-C-E)……..6’s Activity (V-C-E)……………...9’s Beat (joined words) 
 



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~ 

 
Keywords for the meanings of the 9 ROOT NUMBERS 

 
                 # 1. Originating – Realizing……………………# 6. Wanting – Touching 
                 # 2. Co-operating – Examining………………..# 7. Calculating – Thinking 
                 # 3. Expressing – Creating…………………….# 8. Organizing – Financing  
                 # 4. Building – Working……………..………….# 9. Meditating – Sharing 
                 # 5. Pursuing – Energizing                
 
                                                                                   

OR A POSITIONS ATTITUDE 
 
                    …..….# 1. Go for it………# 4. Work on it…….# 7. Think about it…… 
                   ………# 2. Sit on it……….# 5. Chase it……….# 8. Organize it ………… 
                     ……..# 3. Express it……# 6. Love it…………# 9. Share it…………......... 
 

 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 
It seems, at least to me, that English Speakers  

are largely Christian & right or wrong that is the reason I am using  
Word’s common to the English Speakers Faith as my examples.  

 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 
In the Christian Bible it says: in JOHN 1:1   

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with GOD, and the Word was GOD. 
  

I found this a compelling reason to begin my research examples with the word GOD. We  
Humans have a lot of Emotions attached to our beliefs, so in the examples shown below I  
begin with the Discoveries Made from examining that word ( GOD ) and then continue to 
‘words closely linked to it’. My intention is to show the link between the words we use to 

illustrate Personal Emotions and those to illustrate what generated those emotions. 
I believe this is a common emotional encounter for everyone. 

 
I hope to also point to the accuracy of the descriptive words to the described. 



Consider that accuracy when considering examination of ‘your own Name’. 
 

(I have included a fair number of sample NAMES in the free PDF reference Material.) 
 

          
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
  
          ............................GOD                                                 .AUM…pronounced (OM)…  
                 The Particalized Singularity……          The primordial sound. The ‘WORD’  
                                015-006-015/006-006……………                     121-013-022/004-004                                                  
                                074-074-011/011-002……………                     013-004-013/004-004                  
            Pi.314-044-089-080-026/017-008…                     233-134-134-017-035/008-008… 
 
                                                                     THE UNIVERSE                                                                    
                                                            (A CIRCLE)..360 degrees                                             
                                                            360-360-045/027-009-054 
                                                            227-119-101/029-002-011 
                                            200-200-227-119-146/056-011-065-065-002 
 
         ………# 314………………………# 134……………………………#  360 
         The way within to ………Whole souled self giving…..Eventual concrete manifestation                     
             outer success …………………………………………of all higher poetic images and 
                                                                                                      enduring truths of the race. 
 
 

..I THINK ( Pi ) IS SHOWN ‘HERE’ TO MEAN, ‘THAT WHICH LIES WITHIN’ 
THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF THE CREATION CIRCLE.. 

 
...“THE UNIVERSE” is examined because we examine it as we “THINK” it, 

we never think, ‘UNIVERSE’ we think, ‘THE UNIVERSE’. 
 
            
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
                  ‘Activity’……ACTION……………………………..…THE SOUL.    
                          115-196-025/016-007…………………086-068-041/014-014-059 
                          334-325-037/010-001…………………320-041-059/014-005-014 
          314-125-089-161-062/026-008………037-118-046-109-100/028-019-073-064-001 
 



 
              ’Influence’…………AFFECT…… ………………………….........CHRIST 
               …………………..015-015-006/006-006…………………....009-009-009/009-009. 
               …………………..080-152-035/017-008…………………....320-032-068/023-005 
                ……….320-212-095-167-041/023-014………...320-032-329-041-077/032-014 
 
 
             ..’Consequence’ …EFFECT… …………………………………….FIRST… 
                     ……………055-055-010/010-001……………………..009-009-009/009-009 
                    …………… 080-152-035/017-008……………………..360-072-063/018-009 
                        360-252-135-207-045/027-009…………..360-072-009-081-072/027-018 
 
 
                     320-032-EXORCIST….…….314-035-BRAIN…….….239-320-THE..BRAIN 
 
              
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 
The ‘Zodiac Degrees’ or Numbers listed below, have the  

Numbers meanings taken from appropriate passages in the 
Reference Material provided, on one of the free PDF’s. I call these  

Numbers, I think of them as frequencies & have found that they each 
have their own unique energies and character. Their energies cross the Sight, 
Sound, Touch & Thought, borders in their conveyances to us. Numbers can be 

used in so many ways, yet their identity their inner energies remain the same, it’s 
the parameters found within their energies, they have boundaries and within  

those boundaries is a whole new world of understanding. 
 

            ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

In some of the numbers shown below,  
their (#op) ‘opposite’ 180 degrees away number is included. 
Study will show that reading the (#op) has great importance  

& will often give a much better understanding of the chosen #. 
 

 
 
 



       # 360: Eventual concrete manifestation of all higher poetic images  
                                                                                        and enduring truths of the race. 
 
       # 320: The blessing of every effort by the “Holy Ghost” of revealed significance. 
 
       # 317: Competent organization of affairs. 
   #op137: Lay-participation in mysteries. (Both are Prime #s) 
 
       # 314: The way within to outer success. 
  # op134:  Whole-souled self giving. 
 
       # 245: Poised observation upon the drama of life. 
 
       # 233: Great creative potentialities. 
 
       # 227: Cooperation between Spiritual and material agencies. 
  # op   47: Struggle between physical desires and higher inspirations. 
 
       #   74: Conscious mastery of space time limitations of ordinary existence. 
 
       #   44: Need for a realization of life’s unity in the multiplicity of its forms. 
                : The Sum of the letters in “Spiritual +44”  
 
       #   37: Introspective approach to collective unconscious. ( See below ) 
 
       #   32: An Electrical Storm Brilliantly Illumines The Skies.  
                : The Sum of the letters in “Language +32” 
                : The average Beta Waves in human thought range from 13 - 32 Hz 
                       (which is the range when engaged in Activities) 
                : The human body has I’ve read 32 Main Energy Meridians.  ( See below ) 
 
       #   29: Harmonic understanding and faith in the order & meaning of life. (a Prime) 
                : (Known as ‘The Music of the Spheres’)..Speech +29…Talking +29 
    
                                                              ( See below )  
 
              
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
       



  Separate findings for # 37: 
 
        * A Study on Prime #’s considers 37: ‘The Balanced Trinitarian Manifestation’ 
        *  37 is half of the ONLY 2 Mirrored PRIME #’s 37 & 73 
        * Dr. Jones considered 37’s “KEYWORD” to be ‘AWAKENING’. 
        * The Atomic Mass of ‘Every’ Amino Acid that makes up our Bodies - All 20, 
          each of them is a multiple of 37. 
        * The numerical equivalent for the #’s of Letters in the Word “ SPIRIT “ total :+37 
        * The Base Body Temperature for most HUMANS is considered: 37 degrees 
        * 37 x 3 = 111 , 37 x 6 = 222 , 37 x 9 = 333  
 
                                             37 
        . Leonardo Da Vinci   37 
                                             74 
 

 

Root #’s add to 37 
 

Sunshine +37……Intellect +37……Living +37 
Conscious +37….Speaking +37…..Perfect +37 
Patience +37…….Private +37……..Spirit +37 

 
 

Root #’s add to 32  
 

…Biblical +32….Salvation +32….Meditate +32 
…Seeing +32….Sciences +32…Celestial +32 
…..Circle +32……Power +32….Kindness +32 

 
 

Root #’s add to 29 
 

…White +29……Beings +29……Centre +29 
…Speech +29…...Light +29………Gospel +29 
....Simple +29…...Middle +29…Abundance +29 

 
 

 
      



RELIGION…………………………………………SACRED 
                155-236-038/029-002……………………………..015-015-006/006-006 
               114-015-051/024-006……………………………..224-314-044/017-008 
314-125-169-251-089/053-008…………………..014-194-239-329-050/023-014 

 

 
……………………TALKING……………………………………….……LOOKING                      
………………..019-019-010/010-001………….............................039-309-039/021-003 
………………..307-217-019/019-010………….............................107-017-044/017-008 
……..227-317-326-236-029/029-011............................227-317-146-326-083/038-011 
 
………………………HEARING…………………      ………………….THINKING 
………………..159-159-015/015-006……………………………..099-099-018/018-009 
………………..227-317-047/029-002……………………………..227-137-074/029-002 
……..107-197-026-116-062/044-008………………….227-317-326-236-092/047-011 
 
 

 
THE  SOUL 

068-068-041/014-014-059 
320-041-059/014-005-014 

037-118-046-109-100/028-019-073-064-001 
 

                    
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 
I have come to the conclusion,  

rightly or wrongly that ‘THE HUMAN RACE’, as a SPECIES has a  
Collective Shared MIND (eg: Akashic Records), just as all Species has their own. I  

would guess that the Giant Electromagnetic Generating Planets that our Solar System  
has created is responsible, along of course, with our races physical requirements.  

 
It will be so nice when people can just accept the obvious, there is only ONE RACE:  

‘THE HUMAN RACE’, (Still struggling to become) ‘A HUMANE RACE.’ 

 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
 



This free to examine Research Material, gives a clue, I believe,  
to the ‘Origins of Awareness’ and I believe it was our ‘shared sub-conscious’, that  

chose 6 Vowels, 20 Consonants & eventually the letters as, the optimum Vocalizing  
Letters for a balanced Language of Frequencies and Vibrations that would  

Harmonize with Life’s Circular Nature. I think to produce a greater ease of, understanding. 
(That’s ‘MY’ best guess anyway.) 

 
The do-it-yourself format allows for personal study, that I hope will promote, Personal 

Character Growth, improvement in Personal Preferences and Decision Making  
and a glimpse at the Potential available to you. Simply consider the following: 

  
‘A NAME IS THE LIVING WORD’, 

Just add birth #’s for starting point & stir. 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

 A set of Truly ‘Simple Mathematical Calculations’ ( only + and - ) 
Takes Numbers from a ‘Words Letters’ (Through Number for Letter Substitutions)  

Using the English Alphabet, which has a words pronunciation factor, ‘roughly as it looks’. 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

So Your NAME and BIRTH DATE get converted into actual Astrological Degrees. These  
calculated results will even interact with your Astrological Birth Material and its authenticity  
can easily be examined using ‘THE SABIAN SYMBOLS’ from Astrology. Their Symbols I 

believe are the best Analysis of the 360 Degree’s of the Circle, with an accuracy perfect for 
this Language Research project. That is, the information gathering for our sub-conscious 

motivation’s & where our Talents or certain Key Interests come from. 

  
A PDF version of the Symbols is provided for your use. 

 
                                                                                                                                          

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

 

This research has formerly been known by other titles:  
(The Word, The English Language Code, Sequations and The S-Equations.) 

 

Other than where specified all text is: © 2022 Mr. Rob Book All rights reserved. 
 

* From time to time additional reference material may be added, 



but please download the free PDF’s. with this present material. 
 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
  
 

All reference material is Provided by Aurora Press and is layered as follows: 

Ref:   UPPER  

– from Astrology of Personality by Dane Rudhyar  

ISBN-0-943358-25-6 Aurora Press, © Aurora Press, 1991 

 

Ref:  LOWER  
 

–  from The Sabian Symbols in Astrology by Dr. Marc Edmund Jones  
 

ISBN 0-943358-40-Aurora Press © Marc Edmund Jones Literary Trust, 1993 
 

 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


